
• Build a unified neural framework (DISTILLCOMBINED) to train a single semantic
parser for multiple domains trained only with weak supervision i.e. using
denotations in place of ground truth parse programs (Figure 1).

• Weakly supervised training is particularly arduous as the program search space
grows exponentially in a multi-domain setting.

• We utilize multi-policy distillation mechanism:

1. Train domain-specific semantic parsers (teachers) using weak supervision in
the absence of the ground truth programs,

𝜃 : policy parameters; B : output beam containing top scoring programs; 
𝑃𝜃 𝑧 𝑥 : likelihood of parse z

2. Train a single unified parser (student) from the domain specific policies 
obtained from these teachers T
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Baseline Models:

1. WEAK-INDEPENDENT: Set of weakly supervised semantic parsers,

trained independently for each domain using REINFORCE algorithm.

2. WEAK-COMBINED: As per Herzig and Berant (2017), pool all the domains
datasets into one and train a single semantic parser with weak supervision.

3. DISTILL-INDEPENDENT: Independent policy distillation for each domain.

Dataset: OVERNIGHT semantic parsing dataset (Wang et al., 2015)

Normalized to have reduced vocab size and search space)

Problem 
• Semantic parsing over multiple knowledge bases enables the parser to exploit 

structural similarities of programs across the multiple domains.

• Challenge lies in obtaining high-quality annotations of (utterance, program) pairs 

across various domains needed for training.
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Fig 2: Test denotation accuracy for each domain comparing our proposed method

DISTILLCOMBINED with the three baselines. We also report the skyline

SUPERVISED.

Fig: 3 Effect of the fraction of training data on different models

• Effect of Policy Distillation: Policy distillation of individual expert policies 

result in an average percentage increase of ∼ 10% in accuracy. 

• Performance of Unified Semantic Parsing framework: DISTILL-

COMBINED approach leads to an increased performance by ∼ 20% in 

comparison to individual domain specific teachers

• Effectiveness of Multi-Policy Distillation: Due to weak signal strength and 

enlarged search space from multiple domains, WEAK-COMBINED model 

performs poorly across domains.

Effect of Small 

Parallel Corpus

Adding 10% 

parallel data 

brings an 

improvement of 

about 5 points, 

Increasing to only 

30% givens 

improvement of 

about 11 points.

Fig 1: Proposed Architecture Diagram
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